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Wireless charging dock for android and apple

Photo: Sarah Kobos Your guideNick GuyI wireless chargers are a convenient way to suck your phone without having to plug it in, even if they're slower than wired chargers. Stand-style chargers are the best, because unlike horizontal pads, they allow you to use your phone while charging. After 900 hours of testing since
2017, we have determined that ravpower Wireless Charging Stand (RP-PC069) is the best Qi wireless charger for smartphones because it charges phones, both iPhone and Android, faster than the competition. It also includes a charger for cables and walls, something many cheaper rivals leave out. Due to the
pandemic, our choice of RAVPower stand top may not be available. Although we ruled it out during the last round of testing due to its proprietary AC adapter and slightly slower charging speeds, Anker PowerWave 10 Stand worked well overall and would be a good replacement if you need a charger right away and you
don't mind its flaws. This charging stand provides the fastest charging for both iPhone and Android smartphones and includes a wall charger and a long USB cable.*At the time of publication, the price was $0.Il ravpower wireless charging stand (RP-PC069) can charge common smartphones from empty to about 50
percent in an hour, while much of the competition is closer to 30 or 40 percent. Unlike some Qi chargers (including our budget choices), this model comes with charging support plus a cable and wall plug, so you don't need anything else to charge your phone at the highest speeds available. Its power light is not so bright
as to be disruptive in a dark room (and it's easy to cover if you're disturbed by it) and the charger didn't make any noises in our tests. Available in black or white, the stand has a simple design that will blend into most environments. It's certified secure by the Wireless Power Consortium, but if something goes wrong,
RAVPower's warranty covers you for 18 months, with an extra year of protection if you register the product at the company's headquarters. Charging speed: 7.5W for iPhone, 10W for Android phones Input door: Micro-USBInchiodated in the box: charging stand, 4ft Micro-USB cable, 24W QC 3.0 wall charger If you prefer
a charger that keeps your phone flat, this model will charge your phone as fast as the best stand-style chargers and still includes a wall charger and cable in the box. The RAVPower fast wireless charger (RP-PC058) is a great option if you prefer your phone to lie down while charging. It has the same 10-watt charging
coil as the RP-PC069, so it charges your phone just as fast and comes with the same cable and AC adapter. prefer a pad-style charger because they're usually less expensive than equally fast stand-style chargers, or if you'd rather not be tempted to look at the screen once set up. Charging speed: 7.5W for iPhone, 10W
for Android phones Input-free: Micro-USBInchlorin in box: charging pad, 4ft Micro-USB cable, QC 3.0 wall of 24W QC QC QC Pad doesn't include a USB wall charger, which you'll need to provide your own, but it's a cheap option for a bedside table or any situation where slower charging won't be a problem. This support
will charge your phone slower than others, but it's still a great choice for night charging. It's cheap and reliable but doesn't include a USB wall charger, so you'll need to provide your own. If you want to spend a little less on a charger and already have USB power bricks around, anker PowerWave Base Pad and Anker
PowerWave Stand are great options. Both come with a Micro-USB cable, but neither comes with a USB power brick. In our tests, Anker chargers delivered about 20% less charge in an hour than faster chargers, but Anker models are also much cheaper. Light-sensitive sleepers will appreciate the fact that the small blue
charging light is not too bright and is easily covered if it is still too bright. Anker says that when paired with a QC 3.0 wall charger, the Base Pad can charge the latest iPhones at 7.5W and both units should provide 10W charging for recent Samsung Galaxy phones. However, in our tests both reached a maximum of 5 W
with the iPhone 11 and LG V30. Charging speed: 5 WInput ports: Micro-USBInchlorin in the box: charging stand or pad, 3-foot Micro-USB cableThis charging stand provides the fastest charging for both iPhone and Android smartphones and includes a wall charger and a long USB cable.*At the time of publication, the
price was $0.Se prefer a charger that keeps your phone flat , this model will charge your phone quickly as the best stand-style chargers, and still includes a wall charger and cable in the box. This pad doesn't include a USB wall charger, which you'll need to provide your own, but it's a cheap option for a bedside table or
any situation where slower charging won't be a problem. This support will charge your phone slower than others, but it's still a great choice for night charging. It's cheap and reliable but doesn't include a USB wall charger, so you'll need to provide your own. I have been coating power accessories since 2011 and have
been reviewing them for Wirecutter since 2015. Over the years I have checked more than 1,000 products, including the first wireless charging devices. I searched for and wrote Wirecutter's first guide to Qi chargers in 2017 and have been constantly testing new models ever since and updated the guide. I also wrote our
guide to Qi power banks, battery packs that use the same wireless technology, and I'm the author of Wirecutter's guides to multiport USB wall chargers and car chargers. In short, I have seen and tested practically every variation of Available. A wireless charger is for anyone who owns a smartphone that supports the Qi
wireless charging standard and would like to charge it without having to connect a cable to the phone itself. With a Qi charger, just rest the device on the charging pad to power it. It's a matter of convenience: you don't need to physically connect and disconnect a cable and reduce wear on the charging port. If your phone
doesn't have a headphone jack, a wireless charger also frees the Lightning connector or USB-C port so you can use wired headphones while charging. Wireless is a bit of an improper term, though, because you still need to connect the charging pad to a USB port or wall socket. Magnetic charging may be a better term,
because Qi uses magnetic coils to transfer energy and power your device, but we will stick wirelessly here because it is so commonly accepted. Qi (pronounced chee) is the wireless charging standard of the Wireless Power Consortium, an industry group with over 220 members including device manufacturers such as
Apple and Samsung, accessory manufacturers such as Belkin and Mophie and others. In order for a charger to be certified by the WPC, the manufacturer must send it to an authorized test laboratory. Current phones compatible with the Qi standard include the latest generations of iPhones and Samsung Galaxy phones,
as well as Google Pixel 3 and 4, but not the Pixel 3a. A wireless charger also frees the Lightning connector or USB-C port so you can use wired headphones while charging. If you want the fastest possible charging, you need to use a cable. Wireless charging is slower than wired charging, and the power listed on the
charger doesn't necessarily indicate how fast it charges. Affordable wired 12W USB chargers can charge an iPhone at least 30% faster than a Qi charger, while an 18W USB-PD charger paired with Apple's USB-C-Lightning cable can approach 50% faster. Qualcomm Quick Charge adapters can do the same thing for
many Android phones. The other downside of wireless charging is that you can't pick up your phone and use it while charging, unlike a cable connection. This makes wireless charging a better option to charge overnight or for when you want to see your phone display on your desk or kitchen, rather than charging while
watching Netflix or scrolling through Twitter.A good wireless charger should meet all of the following basic criteria, which we used as guidelines for our search : WPC certification: We only considered WPC-certified chargers. This means that a charger has been tested and deemed safe and compliant with the Qi standard.
If a wireless charger is not certified, this does not necessarily mean that it is not safe or non-compliant, but it is prudent to choose something that has been verified. Charging speed: For our top picks, we focused on chargers that provide fast charging to most phones. The Qi 1.2 standard charging speeds of up to 15
watts (9 volts/1.67 amps), but 7.5W and 10W chargers are more common right now. iPhones can charge at speeds of up to 7.5 watts, many Android phones can do up to 10 watts, and some even support 15 watt charging; 5 watt chargers are slower, so we only considered them as Option. Design: This policy includes not
only the appearance of the charging pad, but also how narrow its surface is to keep a phone in place. We prefer booths to pads because they allow you to see and interact with your phone screen while charging, but we've included both styles in our search to meet all needs. This element also includes extras such as
charging lights. Noise: Some chargers we tested put out a weak (and sometimes not so weak) whining or click noise, which quickly became annoying. We listened to this in our tests and noticed any problems. Power source: For single-device wireless chargers, we only tested models that used a standard connection
(Micro-USB is the most common, but we see USB-C more often) and bundled in with an AC adapter. Cables with proprietary connections are more difficult and expensive to replace. We've made an exception for units that charge both a phone and an Apple Watch, as they only use small round barrel jacks that can be
available in a variety of sizes. (In addition, as with wired charging, the wall adapter is important: low-power adapters will result in lower charging speeds or, in some cases, do not power the charger at all.) Creator's reputation: We only considered models from companies we knew had a good reputation for warranty
coverage and customer support. Even if a charger is WPC certified, you have no guarantee that it will never have a problem and want to be able to get help if you need it. Price: The most expensive single device charger we searched for was $70, but many sell for $35 or less and offer similar performance. Since the more
expensive models don't offer extra features or faster promised rates, we skipped them, opting to focus on the lower end of the price range. We tested the performance of each Qi charger by putting each fully drenato phone separately (we used an iPhone 11 and an LG V30) in airplane mode and then placing it on the
charging pad. If a charger came with its own wall adapter, we used it. If it came with only a USB cable, we connected it to an Anker PowerPort + 1 with Quick Charge 3.0 wall adaptor so that even the 15 watt chargers are able to draw their full rated power. We measured the battery level of the phone after 30 minutes and
then again after an hour. Any reliable Qi charger will fully charge any phone in a matter of hours, and certainly overnight, so we were looking for differences in short-term charging instead. I tested everything my desk, but if I heard a sound that could potentially be disruptive, I also tested the charger in my bedroom at
night, sleeping with it about 2 feet from my head to see if the noise would interfere with my sleep. Photo: Sarah KobosThis charging stand provides the fastest charging for both iPhone and Android smartphones and includes a wall charger and a long USB cable.*At the time of publication, the price was $0.We think stand-
style Qi chargers are more affordable than flat pads and easier to from aligned, so ravpower wireless charging stand (RP-PC069) is the best option for those who are looking to charge wirelessly without having to purchase additional parts like an AC adapter. Nothing we tested for this guide charges iPhone or Android
devices faster than this support and has been certified by the WPC to be safe. Its design is basic and won't look out of place in most decoration styles, both on the desk and next to the bed. And since it does not make noise while charging, sleep will not be interrupted. The RP-PC069 beat almost every other charger we
tested in terms of charging speed. Only the RAVPower RP-PC058, with the same specifications, but in pad form, and two other competitors were just as fast. This charger will easily charge your phone overnight or keep it charged as you come and go from your desk. We measured the batteries on the iPhone 11 and LG
V30 at about 25% of capacity in 30 minutes and 50% after an hour, respectively. The fastest wired chargers are almost double, but RAVPower's performance has been impressive when compared to other wireless chargers. The RP-PC069 won't look out of place on most desks or bedside tables. Photo: Sarah
KobosRAVPower's plastic stand has a footprint of almost 3 by 3 inches, with a rubber ring on the underside providing grip. It's about 5 inches tall and leans back 20 degrees, allowing you to easily view your phone screen (and even unlock it with facial recognition, if your phone has that feature). Black or white support is
pretty simple, and that's a good thing because in most settings it won't stand out as an obvious tech gadget. Unlike a pad, which requires you to properly line up your phone to start charging, it's like the RP-PC069 to ensure your phone is always aligned with the charging coils. And you can even charge your phone in
landscape orientation, which is useful if you're watching videos. The RP-PC069 is a good bedside accessory. It's quiet while charging, unlike the Anker PowerWave Pad and its audible fan, or others spinning, buzzing, or clicking. And the status light is quite small, so it won't illuminate the whole room. The light went out
altogether when our test phones were fully charged. This model uses a standard Micro-USB cable for power and comes with a 4ft fabric covered cable that feels more robust than the cables included in most other chargers. The RP-PC069 is also equipped with a 24W 3.0 Quick Charge power adapter. These two
additions make it a great value (some Qi chargers available only with the cable, not with the adapter), and also a more convenient choice than chargers that use proprietary AC adapters. If you lose or break the cable or adapter, you can easily and cost-effectively replace both parts. RAVPower offers a standard 18-month
warranty on its products, and when you register the charger, extend the policy for another year. The only Qi chargers we found that have longer warranties cost $100 or more. More. compared, the warranty on Anker chargers maximizes to 18 months without an option to extend and other brands we tested are only
covered for one year. The RP-PC069 only works when connected to a USB Quick Charger 3.0 with at least 18W of power, such as the one included in the box. In our tests, the charging pad will not work at all when connected to standard USB chargers that provided 5 to 12 watts of power (5 V). A representative of
RAVPower confirmed this limitation, stating: Customers are advised to use the connected QC 3.0 charger to support wireless fast charging. Wireless chargers do not support 5V input charging. This could be a problem if you lose or break the included charger, but we think it's unlikely because this is a well-built device
designed to be stationary, unlike a power bank or even a wired charger you could travel with. And even if something happens, the whole package is protected by ravpower's warranty. As with all charging media, the coil of this pad is too high on the stand to charge anything that is not approximately phone-shaped. So, if
you have a smaller accessory, such as The AirPods with their wireless charging case, we recommend instead getting a horizontal wireless charging pad. When the RP-PC069 charges a phone, the status LED pulses green and turns off when the phone is full. Also, you can't manually turn off this LED, but it's the same for
every charger we tested. Some people may find the light too bright in a dark room; if you are sensitive to light, it may interfere with your sleep. We found that the best solution is just to cover the LED with a piece of electric tape. One test unit we received was a bit shaky on our desk, but a second sat perfectly flat. Some
Amazon reviews talk about failures that could be attributed to a myriad of issues, both from the charger and the person using it. Failures can happen, of course, which is why we recommend an established brand with a proven customer service record. I have been using the RAVPower booth on my home office desk since
I first considered it our best choice in mid-2019. It continued to work through thousands of hours of testing and daily use, with nearly a dozen different phones. Photo: Sarah KobosYe you prefer a charger that keeps your phone flat, this model will charge your phone as fast as the best stand-style chargers and still
includes a wall charger and cable in the box. Although we typically recommend stands because they make it easier to properly line up a phone for charging and the visible screen for notifications, some people prefer pad-style chargers. The RAVPower Fast Wireless Charger (RP-PC058) is the best of the four pads we've
tested. It's essentially the same as RAVPower's RP-PC069 booth, which offers just as fast performance and a pleasant design, but keeps your phone flat. Everything else is the same, including the cable, wall charger and impressive warranty. In our charging speed tests, the RP-PC058 was a compared to the RP-PC069,
but the differences in a test are so small that we expect both models to work at about the same level during daily use. The iPhone 11 came to 22% of battery capacity after half an hour and then 43% after a full hour; the LG V30 reached 26% capacity and 48% at the same intervals. These figures are still above the
average speed for the wireless chargers we tested and only the most expensive chargers were noticeably faster. The RP-PC058 (this photo shows the previous version, the RP-PC034) comes with everything you need to charge your phone, except your phone. Photo: Sarah KobosThe RP-PC058 uses the same design
elements as the RP-PC069, simply translated into pad form. It's a combination of glossy, matte plastic, with rubber feet to provide grip and a rubber ring around the top to prevent your phone from vibrating out of place, without feeling tacky. On some slicker swabs that we tested, notification vibrations can actually slide a
phone out of the charging position, especially if it's not in a case that provides some extra friction. In addition to the shape, the only real difference between the pad and the stand is the charging light, which is smaller on the pad and remains running when the phone is fully charged. The cable and wall plug are the same
as those included in the stand. Like RAVPower's stand-style charger, the pad doesn't work with most low-power USB ports and charging bricks and requires a Quick Charge 3.0 charger like the one included. Like the RP-PC069, the RP-PC058 has an LED light; if you are annoyed by it, a piece of electrical tape will
quickly solve the problem. RAVPower offers the same 18-month warranty for this pad as for the stand, with the possibility of a 12-month extension if you register the charger on the company's website. Photo: Michael HessionThis pad doesn't include a USB wall charger, which you'll need to provide your own, but it's a
cheap option for a bedside table or any situation where slower charging won't be a problem. This support will charge your phone slower than others, but it's still a great choice for night charging. It's cheap and reliable but doesn't include a USB wall charger, so you'll need to provide your own. Anker PowerWave Base Pad
and Anker PowerWave Stand are the most affordable WPC certified chargers we've tried from a reputable company. Compared to our top picks or a wired charger, they are slow to charge a phone, but this makes them ideal for night charging or other scenarios that are not time sensitive. neither model comes with an AC
adapter, but you can use a USB charger like the ones normally used to charge a or a tablet or buy one separately. All the other chargers we tested that don't include wall plugs are more expensive, at which point you might even buy our RAVPower choices that come with a wall plug. In our tests (conducted using a Quick
Charge 3.0 AC adapter) the powerwave stand loaded a downloaded the iPhone 11 battery at just under 15% after 30 minutes and 30% after an hour. The pad was slightly faster, charging our dead iPhone 11 to 36 percent in the same one-hour duration. (Anker says the Base Pad can charge the latest iPhones at speeds
of 7.5 watts with a QC 3.0 adapter, but our tests have shown that this is not the case; we found the results consistent with those of a 5 watt charger.) This is a slow charging speed, especially compared to those of RAVPower chargers, which took the iPhone from 11 to 25% in 30 minutes and 50% in an hour. But these
Anker chargers have value and work with THE AC adapters or USB chargers you might already have; you can also connect them to a USB port on your computer. If you need speed or don't have a backup USB wall plug, go with RAVPower RP-PC069 or RP-PC058. The Anker Stand is mostly made of plastic, with rubber
on the bottom to prevent it from moving, and is about the same size as the RAVPower stand. It keeps the phone at a slightly steeper angle (which makes it easier to use Face ID on iPhones that support it) and has a small indicator-light blue ring on the bottom support ledge. Photo: AnkerThe base pad is a rounded
rectangle: 6 inches long, 3 inches wide, and about half an inch thick. It's sticky enough on top to keep a naked phone in place, but not tacky, and the same rubber material on the bottom keeps the charger itself in place. A small blue LED lights up to indicate when the charger is plugged in. Neither charger makes noise
during use. Anker offers an 18-month warranty but doesn't offer an option to extend it, as you can with RAVPower products. Although we never had any problems in our years of using Anker charging pads, when our staff had to take advantage of Anker's protection on other devices, they found the service fast and
painless. We've heard the same from readers. As with RAVPower chargers, Anker's Qi accessories have some negative owner reviews on Amazon. But buying from a reputable brand with a good guarantee means that if something goes wrong, you'll be taken care of. Photo: Michael MurtaughA along the iPhone 12,
Apple announced the MagSafe Charger, a magnetic wireless charger that charges its new phones up to 15 watts. While it's an interesting idea, we don't think it's worth it: it's slower than wired fast charging, not much faster than traditional Qi wireless chargers, and more expensive than the rest of the choices in this guide,
especially when teasing the 20W power adapter you need to get 15W charging speeds (an extra $20, plus the charger's $40 list price). MagSafe charger works by connecting to the back of an iPhone 12, 12 Pro, 12 mini or 12 Pro Max, locking in place firmly enough that you need two hands to remove it. Using magnets in
your phone and charger prevents the kind of alignment issues we've encountered with other phones and charging pads. If the MagSafe MagSafe charger connected to your iPhone, it is guaranteed that it will be connected correctly. The charging system is based on the Qi wireless charging standard, so MagSafe power
accessories still work with any non-MagSafe device that supports Qi, even if at lower speeds. To take full advantage of the system, including 15W charging and magnetic alignment, you need the right setup: an iPhone 12 or newer version, plus a certified MagSafe charger, as well as the right power supply. Apple's
MagSafe Charger has a 2.2-inch round design and looks a bit like a larger Apple Watch charging disc, even though it's flat, not concave. Its cable is just over 3 feet long and ends in a USB-C connector, which you can connect to a USB-C charger or computer. One of the advantages of this charging style over a standard
Qi charger is that you can pick up your phone and use it while it's powered, just like you could with a traditional wired connection. Compatible iPhones display a charging message on the screen when connecting the MagSafe charger. Photo: Michael Murtaugh In our tests using the MagSafe charger connected to the 20W
power adapter, the iPhone 12 Pro charged faster than traditional 7.5 watt Qi chargers, but not as fast as we would expect given its advertised 15 watt charging speeds. We ran our standard test seven times, and even when we eliminated the highest and lowest digits from our tests, the phone charged at an average of
29% in 30 minutes and 53% in an hour. This corresponds to what others found in their tests, including data from Joanna Stern's review for The Wall Street Journal. Here's a chart to put these numbers in context:Charge level after 30 minutesSas charge level after 1 hourPhone 12 Pro (MagSafe, 15W)29%53%iPhone 12
Pro (RP-PC069, 7.5W)21%39%iPhone 11 (RP-PC069, 7.5W)25%50%So while the 15W MagSafe charger is twice as powerful on paper as the 7.5W RAVPower RP-PC069 we recommend , in the real world it was only slightly faster to charge the iPhone 12 Pro. Strangely. , the iPhone 12 Pro also took longer to charge
than the iPhone 11 when we charged both phones with the RP-PC069. This is especially strange since the 12 Pro has a slightly smaller battery (2815 mAh to 3110 mAh of the 11) which, in theory, should fill up faster. MagSafe is affordable and foolproof, for sure, but so far it doesn't justify its price premium, at least in
terms of speed. Most people are better off sticking to one of our current choices and waiting to see what new charging accessories come from both Apple and third parties in the coming months. If you use a case to providing storage space on the back for credit cards and cash, a wireless charger may not suit you. Some
wallet cases are too thick to turn on wireless charging on some chargers, and metal credit cards, which are becoming more popular, can also block charging. If you want to use wireless charging but need a wallet-designed case, we recommend a folio-style wallet case or removable magnetic wallet like the skin of Apple



Apple's iPhone Instead. Spigen's SteadiBoost Flex wireless charger is a transformative charger, meaning it can be used as a stand or fold flat to be a pad. In our tests it corresponded to the fastest speeds we recorded for both iPhone and Android devices. It doesn't come with a power brick, however, and costs about as
much as the RAVPower RP-PC058 pad, which does. If you need both a stand and a pad, it's worth it, but most people will be served pretty well by one or the other. Anker's PowerWave Sense Pad alloy corresponds to the speed of the RAVPower RP-PC058 when charging iPhones and Android phones, and is equipped
with Quick Charge 3.0 cable and charger. Its metal body and fabric-coated surface look pretty nice, but the Anker charger is more expensive than the RAVPower, so we only suggest it if the price drops or if you're willing to pay for the aesthetics. Anker's PowerWave II stand and the PowerWave II pad both charge slower
than their RAVPower counterparts, and instead of a USB charger, they use a proprietary AC charger that you won't be able to replace as easily as possible if needed. We also found the most stylish pad of the RAVPower model that we recommend. PowerWave 10 Stand with 2 USB-A ports works at the same speeds
and has the same type of power source, but has the added benefit of two USB ports, with a combined 12-watt output. Anker's PowerWave Pad is our previous economic choice, but it's a bit slower than the PowerWave Base Pad, at the same price. Belkin's Boost Up Charge Wireless Charging Pad 5W is a slow pad that
costs about twice as much as the Anker PowerWave Pad but offers no material benefits. Samsung EP-NG930 and EP-PG920 were our previous favorite stand and pad respectively, but they are slower than the best models and don't look that good. The iOttie iON Wireless Plus fast charging pad is one of the most
beautiful Qi chargers we have tested. But it's slower, and when it wasn't charging, we heard a silent, intermittent beep coming from the unit that might annoy people who have acute hearing. The stand version of the charger is just as nice and we didn't hear any noise coming from it. But it charged both the iPhone XR and
LG V30 slower than the Anker PowerWave 7.5 RAVPower.Il pad wireless charging stand is quite fast, getting the LG V30 up to 57 percent in an hour. But it is much more expensive than other chargers and the fan audibly complains while charging, which is annoying. RavPower Wireless Charging Stand (RP-PC068) and
Wireless Charging Pad (RP-PC063) are both slower than the RP-PC069 and RP-PC058 and more expensive than comparable Anker models. Anker PowerWave 7.5W support and PowerWave 7.5W pad both load quickly, but are expensive for models that are not available with AC adapters. The Belkin Boost Up
wireless charging dock for iPhone + Apple Watch looks good and is as fast as any other Apple Watch and combined phone charger, but it's too damn expensive for us to be able to recommend it. Previous modelsThe Google Pixel Stand charges charges phone at a speed of 5 watts, but its special features, including
faster charging and Google Assistant display, only work when charging a Google Pixel 3 or Pixel 4.Il Logitech Powered charging stand for iPhone costs many times more than the chargers we recommend, but lacks the ability to charge it much faster. Permanently connected cable gives you less flexibility in swapping if
something goes wrong. The Belkin Boost Up 10W wireless charging stand and 10W bold wireless charging pad boost up were much less expensive charger lenses in our tests and the pad emitted a high-tone coil whine. Belkin told us that the results of our tests did not reflect the data of their tests and that [Belkin's]
charging pads are doing slightly better than the last competition. But even if the performance was better, we don't think chargers would be worth their high prices. The Mophie Charge Stream Pad Mini is the smallest Qi charger we tested and worked pretty well, but it was even slower than low-priced competitors. We don't
think it's a great value at its price, but as part of the Charge Stream Travel Kit, stocked in a nice nylon case with a wall adapter, car charger, and Micro-USB cable, it has a certain appeal for travel. Twelve South PowerPic is the smartest designed Qi charger we've come across. The charging surface is actually hidden
inside an attractive frame, which allows you to view a photo from 5 by 7 inches when you are not loading. It allows technology to integrate into your home better than accessories with the standard techy look. It is expensive, however, especially considering that it does not come with a wall adapter. And it's not particularly
fast; our tests showed results in line with those of a 5 watt charger, despite the 10 watt list. The Case-Mate wireless power pad allows you to charge your phone flat or angled, thanks to an included plastic stand. Its charging speeds were practically in line with our expectations. But the price, about twice as much as our
favorite Qi chargers cost, is simply too much for what this model offers. The Nomad Wireless Hub also has four USB ports for charging. These extras might make this worth its most premium price, but the top has no grip, allowing a phone, especially one without a case, to slip too easily. In our tests, the phone slipped out
of the center and stopped charging at least twice from small bumps at our desk. The Satechi wireless charging pad looks nice but it's not so grippy on top as better chargers. In addition, it does not come with a wall adaptor, which means you need to provide your own. It took longer to charge an iPhone than the faster
chargers we tested. The top surface of the Ghost Qi 15W Incipio wireless charging pad is too smooth, which allows a phone, especially one without a case, to slip more than it should. The Tylt Orb is a truncated sphere, which looks beautiful, but its surface doesn't have enough grip: a naked naked iPhone 8 right away
within a minute or two in our tests, an immediate dealbreaker. Ventev wireless charging support is physically larger than most models we've tested. It uses a repositionable charging surface, but since the contact area is smaller than most of the chargers we tested, you need to physically move it if you switch between
phone sizes. We don't think most people will come across this problem during normal use, but it's a strike against a model that already costs more than our choices but doesn't offer any specific benefit. The Samsung Fast Wireless Charger Pad EP-PN920 is expensive for its slower output. Nick Guy is a senior writer
covering Apple and Wirecutter accessories. It has been reviewing iPhones, iPads and related technologies since 2011 and stopped counting after testing its 1,000th case. It's impossible for him not to mentally catalog every case he sees. He once had the brilliant idea of building and burning a room to test fire-retardant
safes. by Nick GuyLa Kenu BingeBank can wirelessly charge most phones up to three times and its grip surface is the best we've seen in keeping a phone charging in place.by Alex RothThe RAVPower wireless charging stand is fast, convenient and currently quite cheap.by Nick GuySe you're lazy about how charging
your phone can reduce battery life. But the effort needed to prolong that life may not be worth it. Hassle.
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